
 Minutes* 
 
 Faculty Consultative Committee 
 Thursday, April 2, 1998 
 1:00 - 4:00 
 Room 238 Morrill Hall 
 
 
Present: Victor Bloomfield (chair), Kent Bales, Carole Bland, Mary Dempsey, Gary Gardner, M. 

Janice Hogan, Russell Hobbie, Leonard Kuhi, Michael Korth, Marvin Marshak, Harvey 
Peterson 

 
Absent: Gary Davis, Virginia Gray, David Hamilton, Laura Coffin Koch, Fred Morrison, Matthew 

Tirrell 
 
Guests: Professors Charles Campbell and P. T. Magee (Arts, Sciences, and Engineering FCC); 

Judith Martin (SCEP; Arts, Sciences, and Engineering FCC) 
 
Others: Rich Broderick (University Relations); Martha Kvanbeck (University Senate) 
 
[In these minutes:  arts, sciences, and engineering representation; nepotism policy; faculty and academic 
appointments] 
 
 
1.   Representation from Arts, Sciences, and Engineering 
 
 Professor Bloomfield convened the meeting at 1:00 and welcomed Professors Campbell, Magee, 
and Martin to discuss a proposal from the Arts, Sciences, and Engineering FCC (ASE FCC) to create an 
FCC subcommittee to represent the interests and views of the ASE faculty, now that there is no longer a 
provost for ASE.  [The ASE colleges are CBS, CLA, GC, and IT.] 
 
 Professor Campbell explained that the ASE FCC fully supported the recommendations of the Task 
Force on Faculty Consultation, and saw the recommendation for an ASE subcommittee as following 
along the same lines.  It is an attempt to enhance consultation with what was the ASE portion of the 
campus; faculty in the ASE believe they benefited greatly from the provostal structure, and while that is 
gone, they would like to preserve the good parts of it through the faculty consultative structure. 
 
 The proposal for a subcommittee allows a narrower perspective than that which FCC takes; FCC is 
to take a University-wide perspective, which is wise.  The subcommittee could take into account the 
unique problems and challenges of the ASE colleges.  They are concerned that the Executive Vice 
President and Provost plays two roles, that of senior academic officer of the University as well as 
representative of the interests of the Twin Cities campus and the ASE colleges; those can be in conflict.  
With the provost gone, retention of a direct consulting role for the ASE faculty can help to insure there is 
fairer representation of the ASE colleges. 
                     
 *These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 
Senate or Twin Cities Campus Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes 
represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate or Assembly, the Administration, or the Board of 
Regents. 
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 Professor Hobbie said that the agendas of the Senate and Assembly would not permit this to be 
taken up on April 16, but said that he supported the proposal.  He repeated his view that it does not work 
to give a group of faculty a voice in governance, and then take it away; the subcommittee proposal is a 
reasonable way to keep that voice. 
 
 Professor Bloomfield said that while many saw virtues in the provostal system, the President will 
not return to it and the faculty must work with the new structure.  What are the peculiar issues of the core 
requiring a subcommittee, other than lobbying for more resources, that should be brought to the attention 
of the Provost?  Moreover, the current structure is moving power to the deans; why not concentrate on 
representation within the colleges, and rely on the deans as representatives? 
 
 Professor Martin said that the ASE colleges do most of the undergraduate teaching and that is 
where most of the enrollment is; the concern with the present structure is that there is no voice for the 
large teaching units in the upper levels of the administration, and decisions will be based on the vision of 
the University as a technical and professional organization.  There is worry that the ASE units will be 
marginalized. 
 
 The task force made the point that FCC is not the only faculty governance body, Professor 
Bloomfield said; why cannot SCEP represent the interests of undergraduate teaching? 
 
 Professor Marshak said the concern of the ASE faculty goes beyond undergraduate teaching; there 
is also much graduate instruction offered.  The difference between them and others is that many of the 
others have specific external constituencies; those constituencies are relied on for a lot of help.  For 
example, in the last capital campaign, the University established over 300 endowed chairs--most of them 
are in professional areas with ties to external constituents, and the constituents supported the campaign.  
The core is different, in that it has no strong ties to specific external constituents, which puts the ASE 
colleges at risk in University decision-making and in access to a capital campaign.  But the professional 
schools cannot be healthy without a healthy ASE.  This does not mean engineering should be moved 
outside ASE, he commented in response to a question; in many schools, engineering is not grouped with 
the arts and sciences, but at Minnesota it is, and to have changed that with the adoption of the provostal 
system would have required splitting IT. 
 
 Professor Campbell said that the commonality of interest transcends the deans.  There are issues 
that can be discussed by the faculty and the deans that cross colleges.  He also recalled, from the work of 
the task force he chaired ten years ago, that they examined the distribution of resources in the University 
for the preceding 25 years; it was clear that funding for the core had decreased.  The task force members 
were predominantly from the professional schools, but they unanimously endorsed steps to strengthen the 
ASE colleges, for the reasons suggested by Professor Marshak.  The University should not go back to the 
situation where the ASE units are further eroded and getting weaker (as the National Research Council 
rankings indicate they are).  While there will not be a provostal system, faculty participation in 
consultation from the ASE colleges can be preserved. 
 
 Professor Hogan said she saw this as an oppressed group that wanted a voice, and she supported 
that effort.  The task force urged that the senators be empowered to be spokespersons for their units and 
that the system be made stronger that way. 
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 Professor Campbell pointed out that senators represent their units college by college; the ASE 
proposal is to tie together faculty who have a common interest.  He agreed that a group could perhaps be 
composed of senators, rather than representatives from the college consultative committees, as has been 
proposed.  The point is to provide connection beyond individual representation in the senate and the 
college consultative committees. 
 
 Professor Gardner suggested that everyone in the room supports the values of the core; the issue is 
what is the most effective way for faculty governance to represent the needs of the core to the 
administration.  There is no administrator for the core faculty to meet with, and the core colleges have the 
majority of senators.  A better way would be to have insured representation on FCC, so ASE needs are 
represented.  All FCC members are elected at large; it would be better to have a slightly larger FCC, with 
faculty elected from constituent units (which might be groups of colleges).  That would help to assure the 
ASE faculty, if they do not believe that FCC is doing what should be done. 
 
 Professor Martin responded that no one thought FCC was not doing what it should; FCC is dealing 
with many University-wide issues, and is seen as overwhelmed.  Professor Bland expressed concern about 
the idea that individuals who serve on FCC should represent specific units; that has not been the role of 
FCC members, it is explicitly denied by the Senate Constitution, and would be a significant change. 
 
 Professor Magee said he did not see the recommendation as conflicting with the report of the Task 
Force; it is an addendum to deal with issues that the Task Force tried to deal with. The Task Force 
thought the intermediate level of committees should be eliminated, but this proposal is a good way to take 
advantage of the existing structure.  He alluded to biology as an example of an important issue where the 
voice of the ASE faculty should be heard.  There is also the problem of the professional schools lapping 
over into core areas, as well as the perception that if someone does well for a professional school, they 
think they are also helping the core.  The subcommittee is a way to differentiate the core.  FCC is 
dedicated to all-University interests and cannot represent individual units; the subcommittee would help 
make the differentiation. 
 
 Professor Dempsey recalled that the Task Force heard from the ASE deans that they working with 
faculty and enthusiastic about consulting with them.  She said that she had developed a draft proposal that 
would involve the Senators meeting with the Faculty Assembly Steering Committee regularly, and with 
Provost Bruininks.  Senators are getting together, by groups of colleges, and it would be easy to include 
them in meetings; that would mean there were elected people meeting with the Provost and raising issues 
specific to their units. 
 
 Professor Bales pointed out that the proposal called for representation on two fronts. The talk thus 
far has been about consultation with the central administration, to give voice to those who do not have it.  
The proposal also calls for meetings with the ASE deans, which is essential.  Units should be talking to 
each other; that is now accomplished primarily at the level of the deans.  That is not a place where the 
four deans can talk with the faculty about what is good for all four of the colleges.  It also provides that 
those who are talking to the Provost are the same people who are talking to the deans, which is very 
important. 
 
 Professor Bales also observed that these units provide the majority of graduate instruction, but they 
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are relatively disconnected from each other and from the Graduate School.  With the Graduate School 
Dean's job now defined primarily as Vice President for Research, there is even less hope for connection.  
The kinds of discussions that would follow from the proposal would lead to more coherent programs and 
better connections among the units and with the Graduate School. 
 
 Professor Bloomfield noted that the vice provosts are forgotten in the discussion.  While organized 
in functional ways, rather than by unit, all come from ASE-kinds of units, not the professional schools.  
The system is set up, he said, so that there would be more attention to the concerns of the ASE colleges. 
 
 Professor Marshak recalled that in 10 years as head of Physics, he met with chairs of CBS 
departments once and CLA chairs never; that is an example of the disconnect in the University.  Anne 
Hopkins made the ASE deans talk to one another, and it is good for chairs to meet, but that doesn't 
happen.  
 
 Professor Gardner inquired what happened if FCC met with Dr. Bruininks, and the ASE 
subcommittee met with him and offered a different view on an issue?  Professor Campbell pointed out 
that the same potential exists with the AHC FCC talking with Dr. Cerra while the FCC talks to Dr. 
Bruininks.  That is a structural problem, and he maintained that the governance system should not give up 
all that was good about the provostal structure. 
 
 In response to Professor Dempsey's proposal that a group, perhaps ASE senators, meet with Dr. 
Bruininks and with the ASE deans, Professor Campbell pointed out that that would be functionally the 
equivalent of the subcommittee proposal, so why not approve the subcommittee?  He pointed out that it 
was proposed that the ASE members on FCC would sit with the subcommittee. 
 
 Professor Kuhi noted that the reason for creating the provostal system was because the Academic 
Affairs vice president was overburdened, and did not have the time to devote to areas where it was 
needed.  That was why the provostal system was seen as desirable.  Now, without the provosts, FCC 
meets more often with Dr. Bruininks, and the subcommittee proposal would call for yet another meeting 
with the provost, perhaps making it even harder for him to do his job.  Is the point to give a stronger voice 
to the ASE faculty or to do something that feels good by creating another faculty committee. 
 
 Professor Bloomfield closed the discussion by noting that FCC would return to this topic at an 
upcoming meeting. 
 
2.   Committee and Task Force Reports 
 
 Professor Bloomfield now turned to Professor Bales for a report from the Senate Committee on 
Faculty Affairs.   
 
 Professor Bales noted that he had polled the Senate Consultative Committee about the (slightly) 
revised policies on sexual harassment and on nepotism/consensual sexual or romantic relationships; they 
had been approved. 
 
 Professor Gardner reported that one of his colleagues had been very dismayed at the nepotism 
policy; this is someone whose partner is working on a grant with her, and the underlying message of the 
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policy, in this circumstance, appeared to be that they are not welcome to be on the faculty.  The joint 
work has been reported to the department head and approved.   
 
 Professor Bloomfield said he did not believe that was the intent of the policy.  He also pointed out 
that these are general issues, and that FCC should not debate what other committees have done; the 
community should debate the issues after there has been responsible review by a committee.  FCC has no 
privileged position with respect to this policy; SCFA does.  If FCC believes the issues have been 
responsibly considered, it should forward the policy to the Senate. 
 
 The Committee concluded it did not wish to offer any change in the proposed policy, in response to 
the reaction of Professor Gardner's colleague.  Professor Bland observed that if there is an arrangement 
with a dean at the time of hire that people involved with one another in some way will work together, that 
is wholly in accord with the policy.  In the case of existing relationships, either nothing needs to be done 
or the dean should say "this is what we do."  There must, however, be reporting; the committee decided 
there must be central accounting of such arrangements so there are not different practices in each college. 
 
 Professor Bales then reported on the work of the task force on academic appointments (tenure-
track, term, and P&A).  He noted that in addition to the original charge, FCC has also asked the task force 
to look at tenure/tenure-track hires and the conditions that should obtain before an appointment is made. 
 
 Professor Bales explained what the task force has been doing, and the problems it has encountered 
along the way; one has been inability to obtain information, another has been an inability to look at the 
big picture (because of the lack of data).  Another problem had been taking up P&A appointments 
without P&A representatives; that has been solved by adding two P&A appointees. 
 
 Concerns of the task force are multitude, including salaries and possibly limiting the number of 
P&A staff; with respect to the latter, however, it has become clear that the KINDS of term and part-time 
staff needed are quite various.  it will be difficult to do a policy sensitive to the needs of the many 
departments. 
 
 Committee members discussed with Professor Bales issues such as the maximum length of a term 
appointment and the possibility of better integrating long-term staff into the University, the pay plan that 
should cover faculty and P&A staff, the rational for breaking P&A staff into different groups in terms of 
pay increases, and whether or not it would be wise to reduce the number of tenured faculty (and whether 
departments are moving in that direction by increased use of P&A staff for teaching).  Professor 
Bloomfield said that these were issues that should be raised with the candidates for Human Resources 
vice president, whom the Committee will be interviewing in the next two weeks. 
 
 One idea, Professor Bales reported, was to develop a formula for the number of tenured/tenure-
track faculty needed for majors and the general education courses in a department.  The problem is that 
every department would try to make that number as large as possible.  Discussion turned to the language 
departments.  Whatever is developed, he concluded, there would be several criteria for judging the 
appropriate size of a tenured faculty. 
 
 Professor Korth said the discussion raised the more fundamental question of what it is to be a 
faculty member.  If someone is hired only to teach, are they faculty?  Do they deserve tenure protection?  
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Professor Gardner suggested that tenure/tenure-track or not, all can be faculty, and people should not be 
abused.  One issue (magnified by IMG) is whether units hire more temporary staff because funds are 
unstable; at the University level, funds are stable, but at the department level, they are not. 
 
 Professor Bloomfield recalled that the thought in setting up the task force was to put the faculty out 
in front on the issues, rather than await random events or initial decisions by the administration.  He 
maintained that that outcome is still desirable. 
 
 Professor Kuhi next reported for the Senate Research Committee, which is considering efforts to 
bring together all aspects of grants management; they hope to complete this effort by the end of the year.  
He also reported briefly on discussions of ICR funds, the NIH exceptional status, and how the committee 
would work with the incoming Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School. 
 
 Professor Bloomfield then adjourned the meeting at 2:30. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 


